Abstract. Convergence and diversity are two main goals in multiobjective optimization. In literature, most existing multiobjective optimization evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) adopt a convergencefirst-and-diversity-second environmental selection which prefers nondominated solutions to dominated ones, as is the case with the popular nondominated sorting based selection method. While convergence-first sorting has continuously shown effectiveness for handling a variety of problems, it faces challenges to maintain well population diversity due to the overemphasis of convergence. In this paper, we propose a general diversity-first sorting method for multiobjective optimization. Based on the method, a new MOEA, called DBEA, is then introduced. DBEA is compared with the recently-developed nondominated sorting genetic algorithm III (NSGA-III) on different problems. Experimental studies show that the diversity-first method has great potential for diversity maintenance and is very competitive for many-objective optimization.
Introduction
Multiobjective optimization problems (MOPs) widely exist in real-world applications, such as scheduling [11] and design [12] . MOPs often have several conflicting objectives for which any improvement in one objective inevitably aggravates another. Due to multiobjectivity, there is no single optimal solution. Instead, the optima of MOPs is a set of trade-off solutions, known as Pareto-optimal set (POS). Correspondingly, the image of the POS in the objective space is called Pareto-optimal front (POF).
Multiobjective optimization evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) are a class of important methods for solving MOPs. MOEAs employ a population of candidate individuals and optimize them in an evolutionary manner. As a result, a set of solutions can be obtained in a single run. Besides, MOEAs do not necessarily require any knowledge and information of the MOPs to be optimized, i.e., continuousness or differentiability. All these features make MOEAs very suitable for solving MOPs. So far, a large number of MOEAs [2, 9, 10] have been proposed in the evolutionary computation community.
In the design of MOEAs, two goals should be considered: (1) minimizing the gap between candidate solutions and the true POS (convergence) and (2) maximizing the distribution of candidate solutions (diversity). However, these two goals are generally assumed to be conflicting [13] . In practice, most existing MOEAs achieve convergence by prior Pareto-based sorting of the evolving population and diversity by the additional calculation of individuals' density information. The well-known nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) [2] and strength pareto evolutionary algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [10] are representative examples of this method. Such a method actually performs environmental selection in a convergence-first-and-diversity-second manner. That is, nondominated individuals [2] are preferable to dominated ones although dominated individuals may contribute considerably to population diversity. While this method works well in two-and three-objective optimization problems, it has encountered great difficulties in many-objective optimization where problems have four or more objectives [6] . This is mainly because a large portion of the population becomes nondominated as the number of objectives increases. In this case, the convergence-first selection will consider only nondominated individuals and leave little room for diversity selection. If all nondominated individuals are themselves not diversified, it would lead to a detrimental diversity loss due to the convergence-first selection.
Inspired by the assumption that dominated individuals can contribute to population diversity, this paper proposes a new diversity-first sorting approach with the aid of a set of diverse reference directions. The approach sorts the popualtion into different fronts, each front representing a level of diversity and convergence. Then, a diversity-first sorting based evolutionary algorithm (DBEA) is introduced. Empirical studies and algorithm comparisons demonstrate the promise of DBEA for multi-and many-objective optimization.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the classic nondominated sorting method. Section 3 presents a new diversity-first sorting method, followed by our detailed implementation of DBEA in Sect. 4. Experimental design and comparison results are presented in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
Classic Sorting Methods
Most existing MOEAs are convergence-first based methods, such as NSGA-II [2] and SPEA2 [10] . Convergence-first based methods prefer convergence to diversity. They sort population depending mainly on individuals' convergence 1 . One of the most important sorting methods is the nondominated sorting used in NSGA-II. In the following, we will briefly describe how nondominated sorting works, followed by some discussions on its advantages and disadvantages.
Nondominated Sorting
In every generation, when the parent population (P) and offspring population (Q) are combined to form a union population (R) of size 2N , environmental selection should be carried out on R to construct a new parent population of size N for the next generation. The nondominated sorting strategy can be used for selection and works as follows. First, each individual is compared with all other individuals in R, and all nondominated solutions of R are identified and assigned to front L 1 . Then, individuals in L 1 are removed from R, and the remaining individuals in R are compared with each other to determine the nondominated set, which are assigned to front L 2 . The procedure is repeated until no individuals are left in R, i.e., all individuals have been assigned to a front. Figure 1 (a) gives a graphical illustration of the nondominated sorting. The main idea behind the nondominated sorting is to classify the entire combined population into different nondominated fronts according to individuals' convergence. After the non-dominated sorting, the new population can be constructed by selecting solutions of different non-dominated fronts, one at a time. The selection starts with individuals of the first front L 1 and continues with those of the second front L 2 , followed by the rest of the fronts and so on. Since only N slots are allowable in the new population, not all fronts can be considered. When the last allowed front (e.g., L l ) is being considered, there may exist more individuals in L l than the remaining slots in the new population. In this situation, niche-preservation strategies, such as crowding distance [2] , the-farthest-the-first method [1] , and nearest neighbour technique [10] , are desirable for selecting the remaining number of individuals from front L l in order to maintain diversity.
Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages. The nondominated-sorting based selection favours convergence so that individuals in better fronts will be priorly preserved. The selection is helpful for a fast convergence speed. 
Proposed Sorting Method
On the basis of discussions on convergence-first MOEAs, we propose and analyse a diversity-first sorting method in the following subsections.
Diversity-First Sorting
The proposed diversity-first sorting method works as follows. First, the objective space is partitioned into a number of subspaces with the aid of a reference direction set W . Reference directions in W are required to be uniformly distributed. Then, each individual (whose objective values need to be normalized beforehand) in the combined population is associated with a subspace. This can be done by identifying the nearest reference direction to the considered individual. In each subspace, individuals are assigned a fitness value that can reflect its convergence level. Potential fitness assignment approaches for this purpose can be scalarizing functions used in MOEA/D [9] , strength fitness in SPEA2 [10] , or nondominated ranks in NSGA-II [2] , whichever is the easiest for users to implement. An individual with the best fitness from each subspace is assigned to front L 1 . After that, the individual in L 1 are removed from the subspaces, and another with the best fitness from each subspace is assigned to front L 2 . If multiple solutions have the same fitness, a random one is considered. This procedure continues until each individual in each subspace has been assigned to a front. Note that, in case that a subspace is empty, this subspace is skipped. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the outcome of diversity-first sorting, where population distribution is identical to that of Fig. 1(a) . After the sorting, the new population can be constructed by selecting solutions of different fronts, one at a time. Similar to the nondominated sorting, not all fronts can be considered due to the limited number of slots in the new population. If the last allowed front (e.g., L l ) has more individuals than the remaining slots, random selection on L l can be performed to fill up the new population. Note that, it is advisable to use techniques that are helpful for convergence to select individuals from L l . For example, fitness assignment can be performed on L l , and individuals with relatively good convergence are priorly selected.
Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages. As can be seen from Fig. 2(b) (where the population distribution is the same as that of Fig. 1(b) ), the diversity-first sorting enhances local diversity in each subspace. As a result, population diversity can be well maintained during the evolution. Besides, population convergence is also properly considered in the course of sorting. The sorting method can provide a good coverage and spread of approximation.
Disadvantages. Since the diversity-first sorting employs a reference direction set for population partition, the resulting population distribution depends largely on the uniformity of the reference direction set. The potential drawbacks remain unknown, and a future work will be devoted to these aspects.
Diversity-First Based Evolutionary Algorithm (DBEA)
In this section, we present an MOEA based on the proposed diversity-first sorting, called DBEA for short. The framework of DBEA is described in Algorithm 1. Several key components of DBEA are explained as follows.
Reference direction set W : W can be constructed on a unit simplex using Das and Dennis's systematic approach [4] if the number of objectives is small. Otherwise, W is constructed by two-layered approach mentioned in [6] .
Objective normalization: similar to NSGA-III [6] , DBEA identifies all extreme points and then use them to construct a hyperplane. The intercepts of objective axes and the hyperplane can be computed. DBEA uses these intercepts and the utopia point to normalize the objective values of individuals.
Population partition: for each population individual, DBEA computes the acute angle between its normalized objective vector and each reference direction. The reference direction having the minimum acute angle is considered the right subspace that the individual should reside in. Apply genetic operators on P to generate offspring population P ; 7:
Q := P ∪ P ; /*parent and offspring are combined*/ 8:
Normalize objectives of members in Q and partition Q into different subspaces; 9:
(L1, L2, . . . ) :=diversity-first-sort(Q); /*diversity-first sorting is triggered*/ 10:
(S1, S2, . . . ) :=nondominated-sort(L l ); /*L l is the last front to be included*/ 11:
Select continuously individuals from (S1, S2, . . . ) until P is filled up; 12: end while Diversity-first Sorting: to facilitate sorting, individuals should be distinguishable in terms of convergence. In this paper, DBEA simply applies nondominated sorting in each subspace, leading to each individual having a rank. Individuals with better rank values are priorly selected. In case there is a tie between individuals, those having the smallest perpendicular distance to the associated reference direction are preferred.
Selection on the last front to be included: DBEA performs the nondominated sorting on the last allowed front L l , resulting in a series of subfronts {S 1 , S 2 , . . . }. Then, DBEA selects individuals on these subfronts, starting from the first subfront S 1 . If the last subfront to be included has more individuals than the remaining slots, individuals are randomly copied to the new population.
Experimental Study
To make a proper and fair comparison, algorithms to be considered should have similar framework other than different methodologies. In our experiments, we would like to compare DBEA with the recently-developed NSGA-III algorithm [6] . DBEA and NSGA-III have very similar framework but differ mainly in distinct sorting methods. For both algorithms, the simulated binary crossover (SBX) [3] and polynomial mutation [5] are used as variation operators. As suggested in [6] , the crossover probability is p c = 1.0 and its distribution index is η c = 30. The mutation probability is p m = 1/n and its distribution η m = 20. In the following subsections, DBEA and NSGA-III will be first tested on a hard problem that challenges algorithms' diversity performance. After that, these two algorithms will be compared on many-objective optimization.
Results on a Hard Three-Objective Problem
Liu et al. [8] introduced several hard-to-converge problems with considerably deceptive properties and strong variable linkages. As a testing example, we choose the three-objective MOP6 to distinguish the difference between diversityfirst sorting and convergence-first sorting. MOP6 places deceptive attractors on the boundary of the objective space. If population diversity is not properly maintained, the search will get trapped into local optima. As a consequence, not all the POF regions can be found. Both algorithms use the systematic design method [4] to generate 91 reference directions or points. Correspondingly, the population size in DBEA and NSGA-III was set to 92, which, as suggested in NSGA-III, is the smallest multiple of four higher than reference points. The maximum number of generations was set to 5000, which is much higher than normal settings due to the hardness of this problem. Figure 3 shows the worst-case, best-case, and whole MOP6 approximations of NSGA-III and DBEA over 20 independent runs. It can be clearly observed from the figure that, in all runs, NSGA-III prefers some boundary solutions and misses a large part of the POF of MOP6. In contrast, DBEA is always capable of obtaining a set of diversified solutions, although a few boundary solutions do not converge perfectly. The poor performance of NSGA-III is mainly caused by its convergence-first based selection. In NSGA-III, environmental selection is based on individuals' convergence level (nondominated sorting). That is, individuals on better sorting fronts have priority to be selected first. If the selected individuals all reside in a local search space (the boundary region in the case of MOP6), the evolution will experience a dramatic diversity loss, resulting in NSGA-III not being able to diversify the solution set any more. Thus, NSGA-III fails in this situation. On the contrary, the diversity-first based selection seems to be a wise option, as it can maintain population diversity at a high level. Therefore, DBEA shows better performance than NSGA-III on the considered test problem.
Results on WFG Problems
The previous subsection has demonstrated the superiority of DBEA over NSGA-III in the three-objective case in terms of diversity. One may wonder whether DBEA can perform well in higher-dimensional cases. To this end, we test DBEA and NSGA-III on several WFG [7] test problems having three to eight objectives. Both algorithms use the same population size by setting identical reference directions or points with the two-layered method [6] . That is, 92, 210, and 156 for 3, 5, and 8 objectives, respectively. The maximum number of generations was 500, 1000, and 1500 for 3, 5, and 8 objectives, respectively. Each algorithm was executed 20 independent runs. In order to quantify the performance of algorithms, we employ the reference point based inverted generational distance (IGD) suggested by [6] and hypervolume (HV) [14] as our performance metrics. The reference vector for the computation of HV was set as the nadir point of the true POF plus one. All reported HV values come from the normalization of originally computed HV values. Tables 1 and 2 present the IGD and HV values of two compared algorithms, respectively, where the best results are highlighted in bold face. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test at a 0.05 significance level was employed to compare the statistical significance of difference between two algorithms. " †", "≈", and "-" in the tables denote DBEA is better than, equivalent to, and worse than NSGA-III, respectively. It is easy to see that, the performance of DBEA improves as the number of objectives increases. For three objectives, NSGA-III performs better than DBEA on WFG4, WFG6 and WFG7 whereas DBEA wins on the other problems. For five and eight objectives, DBEA generally obtains better results than NSGA-III in terms of IGD and HV. Since NSGA-III is a leading method for many-objective optimization, such observation implies DBEA can perform well in the case of many objectives. Thus, diversity-first based selection is effective and applicable to many-objective optimization.
Conclusions
While convergence-first based MOEAs have been increasingly reported to be effective in solving a variety of MOPs, they may come across difficulties in maintaining population diversity, resulting in a poor approximation of the POF. For this reason, this paper has suggested a new diversity-first sorting method to overcome the difficulty of convergence-first sorting. The advantages and disadvantages of convergence-first and diversity-first sorting methods have been briefly discussed. Afterwards, a new algorithm based on the proposed sorting method, i.e., DBEA, has been suggested. The proposed DBEA has been examined and compared with the recentlydeveloped NSGA-III algorithm on several test problems with different optimization difficulties. Experimental results have shown that DBEA has great advantages in maintaining diversity for problems where NSGA-III fails. Furthermore, DBEA has also great potential for many-objective optimization, as indicated by its outperformance over NSGA-III in many cases.
Inspired by these encouraging performance, we would like to extend the current work to other classes of MOEAs, such as indicator-based selection methods and decomposition-based MOEAs in the future. Also, the convergence part of DBEA needs to be investigated. Different fitness assignment techniques will be integrated into the diversity-first sorting, and their suitability and effectiveness will be investigated.
